Recent Engagement Overview

- May 17, 2022: Metropolitan Area Water Supply Advisory Committee (MAWSAC)
- June 7, 2022: Regional Planning Advisory Committee
- June 21, 2022: MAWSAC TAC
- July 21, 2022: Land Use Advisory Committee
- August 4, 2022: Metropolitan Parks and Open Space Commission
- August 17, 2022: Metropolitan Council Committee of the Whole
Breakout Groups

Choose One:

- Equitable, affordable, and welcoming
- High quality and resilient environment
- Vibrant places and destinations
- Accessible and interconnected
- Prosperous and healthy
Equitable, affordable & welcoming

June Discussion

• Transit should serve needs throughout life
• Transit should serve needs other than commuting downtown
• Need to address public safety and health
• Need to consult people with disabilities, tribal nations and BIPOC communities

August Questions

• What is the possible extent of transit's role in creating a region that is more equitable and affordable?
  • Geographic opportunities and limitations?
  • Complementary or alternative approaches?
• How are we welcoming or not welcoming?
• Other thoughts or ideas?
High quality & resilient environment

June Discussion

• High quality, low-maintenance infrastructure
• System preservation
• Accessibility
• Need for planning that fosters inclusion
• Integration of transportation with land use

August Questions

• What infrastructure projects are models for:
  • High quality, low-maintenance
  • Accessibility
  • Integrated with land use
  • Context-sensitive re: environment
  • Incorporating inclusive planning
• How does redevelopment / greenfield development restore or preserve the environment?
• Other thoughts or ideas?
Vibrant places & destinations

June Discussion

• Aesthetic quality of infrastructure
• Positive experience with system
• Placemaking examples (e.g., 50th & France E Line planning)

August Questions

• What kinds of places throughout the region are critical to support with infrastructure, programs, or incentives? Why?
• What balance do we draw between aesthetics and utility?
• Other thoughts or ideas?
June Discussion

- Quality of transportation experience
- Quality / sharing of ROW
- Connection between Metro Mobility and rest of system
- Technology support for accessibility

August Questions

- Is the experience of the journey as important as the destination?
- What are needs of industry?
- What would a goal be for residents with physical mobility considerations?
- What is the potential role or limits of technology?
- Other thoughts or ideas?
Prosperous & healthy

**June Discussion**
- Need to identify “targets” for prosperity & health
- “Accessibility” might not be as fast but could be safer and more convenient
- Transportation as economic driver
- Geographic mismatches in prosperity & accessibility
- End-users should help shape priorities

**August Questions**
- What are the needs of the regional economy?
- Who are what should be the “targets” of increased prosperity and health?
- What does geographic “balance” or “mismatch” mean?
- Other thoughts or ideas?
Small Group Report Out

- Choose facilitator / reporter
- Staff notetaker
- Small group: 30 minutes
- Report out / discussion
  - 5 minutes each
  - 25 minutes total
Thank you
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